
Jose Hernandez 
Frontend Web Developer 

Highly motivated developer with strong problem-solving and communication skills with a passion for
building quality software. Especially familiarized with building backoffice tools with the latest
standards and technologies while always keeping the best UX at heart. 

hello@hernandez-jose.com Berlin, Germany linkedin.com/in/jose-ehg github.com/josemanki 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Frontend Engineer 
Banxware 
10/2022 - 02/2023,  Berlin, Germany 
Embedded Lending Platform for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, offering
real-time feedback for loan applications. 

Implemented the internal Backoffice tool for management of Loan
Application lifecycle, written in Typescript and React. 

Developed, tested and monitored robust features since very early
stages of the application, up until the go-live stage. 

Worked in a cross-functional team, including product managers
and designers, to understand project requirements and deliver
quality results. 

Collaborated with the maintenance of the Jira board and hosting of
the daily standups and retrospective sessions for our team. 

Front End Web Developer 
GoQR 
11/2021 - 09/2022,  Berlin, Germany 
Reputation management service for business owners. Currently on POC stage. 

Implemented features for the admin dashboard using Typescript,
React and Bootstrap. 

Led the migration from Bootstrap to Styled Components. 

Actively contributed to our team working with Scrum
methodologies. 

Contributed to a fully-remote async team using PR reviews as the
main tool for code quality and team collaboration. 

Customer Service Specialist 
N26 Operations 
09/2019 - 09/2021,  Berlin, Germany 

Focused on complex cases, requiring proactive communication
with different departments within the organization. 

Maintained high performance consistently, exceeding targets by
over 5% above the market averages in all KPIs. 

Provided shadowing sessions and mentorship to the newest
colleagues within our team and external contact centers. 

EDUCATION 

Fullstack Web Development 
SPICED Academy 
01/2022 - 04/2022,  Berlin, Germany 

TECHNOLOGIES 

HTML/CSS Javascript Typescript 

React Next.js Material UI Bootstrap 

TailwindCSS AWS Monitoring 

AWS Lambda Node.js GraphQL 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 

AI Avatar Generator 
Fullstack application made using Next.js, tRPC, Prisma
and Tailwind, deployed on AWS. The application will
generate avatars based on UI prompts and store them in
the DB for future download and community showcase.
Integrates Stripe for credits purchase. 

Urban Fashion (Ecommerce website) 
Fully-featured Ecommerce website, including shopping
cart, ordering, Stripe payments. Currently building an
admin dashboard and CMS. 

DofusLab - Open Source Contributions 
The project is carried out using NextJS with Typescript for
the Frontend, as well as Flask and PostgreSQL for the
backend. 

Notable maintainer of DofusLab - An open source tool for
the game Dofus with a daily average of 800 active users. I
have developed one of the core features of the website,
user profiles. 

COLLABORATION 

Scrimba Discord Community 
- Active member of Scrimba's Discord Community, providing
help to newer developers following Scrimba's curriculum,
answering Javascript and React questions mostly. 

LANGUAGES 

English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Spanish 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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